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EMSI Alumni Insights 
Discussion: 

• EMSI has a “spidering” program called Alumni Insight that “spiders” various job boards, scrapes data from 
those sites and aggregates resume/profile information 

• One of the issues with the Employment Development Department data is that it doesn’t tell us whether 
the alumni are working close to their field of study; EDD data also doesn’t capture out-of-state alumni 

• Some of the use cases: 
o We haven’t been able to get any data for transfer students: Once a student transfers to a four-

year degree,  
o There are significant differences in wages between students who get jobs after continuing their 

education to a bachelor’s degree jobs and students who just get jobs after obtaining their 
associate degree  

o We do not have data on students who move a lot (e.g., graphic design); EDD data doesn’t 
capture employment data outside of CA 

• What if our alumni attended multiple colleges? 
o They would show up multiple times in the ad hoc report; you’ll see multiple counts, which may be 

duplicated 
• In the Key Words section, we can pull anything that is in their profiles (e.g., skills, program titles, 

certificate names) 
• You can specify what you’re searching 
• We cannot give the colleges raw data 
 

Questions for EMSI: 
• How do we get access to the full list of profiles? 
• For each subscription, how many seats can we get? 

 
Next steps: 

• At the deans meeting on April 13 at 10:30 am, ask them if this information is of value to a CTE dean 
and/or faculty? How would this inform your work? 

• The COE team will produce a standard report to share with the CTE 
o Provide us with a few questions as to the use-case scenarios 

 
K-12 to Community Colleges Career Education Pathways Project Update 

• The COE team just put together the initial Scope of Work for this project 



• A small group review the SOW, made some minor adjustments, and are looking at consultants with the 
experience and background to do the project 

• The purpose of the SOW is to find a consultant to inventory all the Career Education programs at the K-
12 and community colleges 

• That piece involves coordination work (meeting coordination and facilitation) and building partnerships 
between CC and K-12 

• Using the K-12 to Community Colleges Crosswalk as a tool, the project will feed into the career pathways 
project map: This is the same project that we’re talking about that’s the mapping project 

• We will need to create an advisory group for the project, either at the end or the beginning of the SWP 
Data & Research Committee 

• This would be something we publish on the website where the student, faculty and administrator can find 
related programs from K-12 to CC to occupations 

• How do we involve counseling into this? 
• How do we involve marketing in our efforts? 

o Bakersfield is publishing their programs and mapping out what they should take 
o This will be part of the website redesign 

• Overlay the articulated courses into this tool for dual enrollment 
 
Next steps: 

• Development of an advisory group after the consultant is selected 
 
LaunchBoard Updates 

• When the 17% funding came from state, the data had not been released, but the Chancellor’s Office 
released the data to the presidents a week ago, so they could have the discussion about their programs 
internally 

• This is important for a multi-college district to understand how to use the resources to improve our 
programs 

• Regionally, we really want to look at the data in LaunchBoard and evaluate our programs across colleges 
and compare with similar programs across the state; however, updates to the LaunchBoard has set back 
some of our research projects.  

• In NOVA, when you put in metrics for SWP metrics, it’s based on old SWP metrics, not new ones. Why? 
When will it be updated? 

o The guess is that NOVA will be updated when you enter PY18-19 data 
• General barriers:  

o There are several steps to get an account in LaunchBoard 
 
Questions for the Chancellor’s Office and WestEd/LaunchBoard: 

• In NOVA, when you put in metrics for SWP metrics, it’s based on old SWP metrics, not new ones. Why? 
When will it be updated? 

• When are they going to connect NOVA to LaunchBoard? Right now, we have to populate the metrics 
manually. 

• Would they be willing to give aggregated data from our own school? We’re creating dashboards with  
• We’re investing into LaunchBoard for that reason, so we can compare the data 
• The connection between the TOP codes and the programs 
• They did aggregation by race and ethnicity, but when they first did that upload, our data wasn’t matching 

and was inaccurate in LaunchBoard: Why is the LaunchBoard data different than the data in Data Mart 
and MIS? 

• Tried to replicate and validate the LaunchBoard data for race and ethnicity and couldn’t get the same 
numbers that we submitted to MIS 

 
Questions to the Deans: 

• What type of LaunchBoard training do you want to see when WestEd provides training in the Fall 2018? 
• Were you aware that the LaunchBoard includes the new SWP metrics for the 1/3 funding? 


